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Abstract. The morphological, magnetic, transport and corrosion inhibitory property of 

La0.5Ca0.5MnO3-AuNPs prepared by sol gel method was determined. The structural property 

determined by XRD indicated that the unusual broadening of the Bragg’s reflection despite the 

elevated sintering temperature was as a result of the inhibition of the grain growth by the gold 

nanoparticles (Au-NPs). The morphological property of the sample as determined by SEM and 

TEM show heterogeneously sized and shaped nanoparticles of an average particle size of 40 nm. 

The magnetic measurements of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3-AuNPs showed that the sample undergoes a 

paramagnetic – ferromagnetic phase transition with TC = 250K and TB = 150K. Two metal-

insulator transitions were observed at T1 and T2. The resistivity of the sample was observed to 

reduce as temperature increased to 300 K. The gravimetric method was used to determine the 

corrosion inhibitory properties with 1.0 M HCl using different concentration of La05Ca0.5MnO3-

AuNPs. The anti-corrosion study was carried out for 21 days and was observed to reduce as 

concentration of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3-AuNPs increased, but corrosion rate increased as the exposure 

time increased. The inhibitory property of the sample increased as the concentration of the 

sample increased. The reaction best fitted the Langmuir isotherm, indicating a monolayer of 

La0.5Ca0.5MnO3-AuNPs inhibiting the corrosion of the mild steel. 

1. Introduction 

Corrosion occurs when a material (metal) oxidizes back to its stable state; the change in its chemical 

state is due to the interaction of the material (metal) with its environment [1]. Corrosion has posed a 

great threat to the economic value of various countries [2]. In 2014, China lost a total amount of 921.22 

billion RMB to corrosion alone [3]. Mild steel is one of the commonly used alloys in the industries due 

to its malleability and reduced purchasing cost. The failure of engineered mild steel in the industries has 

become a major contributing factor to the total rate of loss due to corrosion of metal in the world. The 

use of mild steel in various industries cannot be overemphasized as mild steel takes over 50% of all the 

metals employed in manufacturing the equipment utilized in processing industries [4]. The cost of 

maintenance of instruments such as reactors, mixing bowls etc. has become very unbearable for many 
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industrialists. The use of corrosion inhibitors has been the best solution to the challenge of corrosion. 

The use of organic inhibitors has taken the fore-front in hindering the anodic/cathodic reactions of metals 

with its alkaline/acidic environment. Although organic inhibitors are very effective, however, the 

toxicity of the inhibitors has been a trending topic in the corrosion inhibition study as they do not meet 

the environment protection standards. Nano-inorganic inhibitors are compounds of inorganic 

nature with particulate size of 10-9 m (nm). The advantages of inorganic nanoparticles as 

inhibitors have been situated by a number of researchers [4-6]. 
Manganites are perovskites with the transition element manganese (Mn) as a constituent in the 

compound; and it has the general notation REMnO3. The structure of the oxide of composition (RE1-

xAEx)MnO3 (doped manganite) is similar to that of the REO3 structure (the parent manganite), where 

RE denotes a trivalent rare earth ions (Lanthanides: lanthanum, neodymium, praseodymium etc.) and 

AE is a divalent alkaline ion (calcium, strontium or barium) (used in doping the parent manganite), and 

they are generally called mixed valence manganites [7]. Mixed valence manganites generally possess 

unique intrinsic properties that determine their application in industries. Such properties include 

magneto-caloric effect, magneto-resistance, transport properties etc. Although mixed-valent manganites 

have been studied for almost 50 years, the quality of the intrinsic properties of the manganites has 

induced the popularity of investigations by a sizable fraction of the condensed matter community. 

Manganites based perovskites are well known for providing a thrust for the beginning of numerous 

technological applications that are based on magneto-electric, magneto-resistance, magneto-capacitive 

and magneto-caloric effects [8-15]. Although manganites have so much potential as described above, 

only a few researches has been undertaken on the prospect of manganites in combating corrosion. We 

therefore investigate the structural, morphological, magnetic and corrosion inhibitive properties of the 

nanocomposite, (La0.5Ca0.5MnO3)1-x/AuNPx. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of LCMO1100 and LCMO-AuNP 1100 

LCMO-AuNP1100 nanocomposite was synthesized by use of a modified sol gel method ([16]. Solutions 

of precursors La2O3, CaCO3 and MnCO3 with 99.9% were stoichiometrically mixed at a mole ratio 

3.3:6.7:10 of La, Ca and Mn. The precursors were dissolved in nitric acid. Citric acid and ethylene glycol 

were added, periodically. The solution was heated on a hot plate while stirring at 90ºC until a xerogel 

was formed. 

Gold nanoparticles were used as prepared by Lee et al. [17]. Gold nanoparticles were added to the 

xerogel and heated continuously until a fluffy mass of LCMO-AuNP1100 was formed. The dark brown 

powder was milled using a mortar and pestle until all samples were uniformly sized. The sample was 

annealed at 600ºC for 24 hours to remove all organic compounds. Pure crystalline particles obtained 

were pelletized using Mega-Berux-Vizcaya 15 tonnes at 350 kg/cm2. 10 mg of sample was placed in a 

13 mm die cast (Specac PT. No. 3000) and annealed at 1100ºC for 24 hours. The samples were kept in 

the furnace until it slowly cooled at room temperature. X-ray diffraction pattern of the bare and doped 

manganite was obtained using PANalytical X’pert Pro MPD diffractometer Cu-Kα radiation source at 

room temperature. Scanning Electron Microscope JEOL JSM 6400 was used in determining the surface 

morphology of the gold doped manganites while EDS was utilized in determining the nominal 

composition of the bare samples. The nominal composition of the samples was determined using a JEOL 

Superprobe JXA-8900M. The TEM images were determined using JEOL JEM 2100 electron 

microscope. The M(T) was determined by using Quantum Design SQUID (MPMS 5 Quantum Design 

cryo-magnet 5T; cryostat 2–400 K. The Zero Field Cooling (ZFC) (measured after cooling in zero field) 

and Field Cooling (FC) temperature dependent curves were measured at 5 – 300 K under an external 

cooling field of 1000 Oe [16]. 

The proposed equation of reaction based on the precursors used is as described below: 

 235.05.03332
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2.2. Corrosion Analysis of LCMO-AuNP 1100 

Mild steel sheets of composition (wt%) Mn (0.90), C (0.12), S (0.066), P (0.050), Si (0.10) and Fe 

(98.764) were used for the study. The mild steel was cut into coupons 3×2×0.1 cm dimension and 

abraded with a series of emery paper of different grades (No. 60, 120, 220 and 600). Each coupon was 

washed using distilled water, degreased and dried by acetone. The coupons were weighed using 

(RADWAG AS310/C/2, Maximum 310 g and density = 0.1 mg). All the coupons were kept in a 

desiccator, prior to use. The concentrations of the inhibitor were 0.02 g, 0.05 g and 0.1 g dissolved in 

1.0 M HCl prepared by dilution of analytical grade 37 % HCl with distilled water. 

2.3. Weight Loss Measurement 

Gravimetric measurements are carried out in a 250 mL beaker and a thermostatic water bath at 25ºC is 

used throughout the period of the study. 150 mL of the aggressive solution was used for the study. The 

time for immersion into the solution for the weight loss (g) study was 21 days. Dataset were acquired 

every 3 days (72 hours), the specimens are removed from the beaker and the reaction is stopped by using 

a washing agent and dried in acetone. The coupons were then weighed to determine the effect of inhibitor 

on the corrosion reaction [18]. The dataset showed that weight loss decreased as the concentration of 

LCMOAuNP1100 increased from 0 – 0.1 g. 

The corrosion rate (CR) was determined by using the equation, 

CR =  87.6 (
WL

DAT
) 

WL = Weight loss in mg 

D = Metal Density (7.85 g/cm3) 

A = Area of sample in cm2 

T = Time of exposure of metal exposure in hours 

The corrosion rate in mm/yr (millimeter per year) was converted to mpy (mils penetration per year) 

by a conversion factor of 0.0254 mm/yr = 1 mpy. 

The inhibition efficiency was calculated using the equation, 

I. E % =
∆M0 − ∆Minh

∆M0

 x 100 

Where, ∆M0 is the difference between the initial weight and final weight after coupon has been 

immersed into 1 M HCl solution 

∆Minh is the difference between the initial weight and final weight after the coupon has been 

immersed into 1 M HCl and different concentrations of inhibitors. 

3. 3. Result and Discussion 

3.1. Structural Analysis of the Manganites 

The bare and doped manganite exhibited the same characteristics peaks of an orthorhombic perovskite. 

The relative peak intensity of the diffraction peaks increases as gold nanoparticles was doped, showing 

better crystallinity. 

The mean crystallite size <D> was calculated from the Scherer’s formula [19, 20] to be 

approximately, 40.126 nm. 

𝐷 =
0.9𝜆

𝛽𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝜃
 

Where, 0.9 is a constant 

Λ = 0.154 nm 

βFWHM  = Full width at half maximum of the X-ray reflection in radian 

θ = Position of the highest intensity 
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The manganite does not show the peaks of gold nanoparticles; this may be due to the uniform 

dispersion of the gold nanoparticle in the composite formed with manganite. However, the crystallite 

size of manganite increased with doping [21]. 

 

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of LCMO1100 

and LCMO-AuNP 1100 (red line). 

3.2. Morphological Properties and Composition of Manganites 

The SEM micrograph of LCMO1100 and LCMO-AuNP 1100 are as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The 

connectivity of the grains increased as the manganite is doped with gold nanoparticles [22]. The average 

composition of the sample was determined as La0.51Ca0.47Mn1.02O3. The average composition of gold 

nanoparticles is much lower than the nominal composition as it was observed as La0.57Ca0.60Mn1.04O3-

AuNP0.009; this might be due to the evaporation of the gold nanoparticles as a result of the high sintering 

temperature used, while the nominal composition of the bare nanoparticles showed that the sample 

contained all the components and the decrease/increase in average and nominal composition was due to 

experimental errors. 

 

Figure 2. SEM images of (a) LCMO1100 and (b) LCMO-AuNP 1100. 

The TEM image (Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows that the particles were heterogeneously sized with the 

average particles size of 164 nm as determined by Image J. Fig 3 (a) shows pseudo-cubic shaped 
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particles of LCMO1100 which shows that the sample is indeed a perovskite sample. In Fig. 3(b) shows 

that the size and shape of the particles changed as the manganite was doped with gold nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 3. TEM images of (a) LCMO1100 and (b) LCMO-AuNP 1100. 

3.3. Magnetic and Transport Properties of LCMO-AuNP 1100 

A steady decrease of magnetization was observed from 210 K at 20 emu/g from the ZFC-FC curve 

described in Fig. 4(a). A sharp reduction of magnetization was observed at 300K, indicating the change 

in magnetic transition of the sample [23]. The blocking temperature (TB) was determined from the 

M(T) curve at 1000 Oe. This describes the temperature at which the system begins to respond to an 

external applied field as temperature increased indicating the onset of magnetic irreversibility with a 

spin glass property [24, 25] for LCMO-AuNP 1100 TB was approximately 150 K [26]. The Curie 

temperature (TC) was determined from a plot of dM/dT vs T as 250ºC. 

The resistivity study of the material (Fig. 4(b)) is determined by using four probe method 

temperatures ranging from 5 to 300 K; metal-insulator phase transition is observed for the sample. A 

cusp curve with two phases was observed the metallic region where resistance increased with rise in 

temperature, it reaches a peak at the metal-insulator transition temperature (TMI) approximately 125 K 

and another phase above TMI called the charge ordered insulating region, where resistivity plunges as 

temperature rises to 300 K [26, 27]. Double peaks have been observed in the electrical transportation 

curve of various polycrystalline manganite, this may be due to the inter-grain and/or intra-grain 

resistivity of the sample. 

 

Figure 4. (a) ZFC-FC curves and (b) temperature dependence resistivity for LCMO-

AuNP 1100. 
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3.4. Weight Loss Analysis 

Fig 5 (a)-(c) shows the weight loss, corrosion rate (mpy) and inhibition efficiency (I.E. %) determined 

at concentrations (0.02 g, 0.05 g and 1.0 g) of LCMO-AuNP 1100, respectively. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the 

changes observed in weight of mild steel due to the aggressive environment 1 M HCl it was immersed 

in. The weight loss was measured for 21 days. It was observed that weight loss of the coupons reduced 

as the concentration of the inhibitor increased which might be due to an increased surface coverage and 

adherence of the inhibitor to the metal. The abrupt decrease in weight loss for all the concentrations 

indicates that the maximum exposure time for unsurpassed efficiency of the sample was 15 days [28]. 

Comparison of the blank and the inhibited corrosion study showed that the inhibitor influenced the rate 

of corrosion of mild steel in 1 M HCl. The study was done at 298 K. Fig. 5(b) confirms that the rate of 

corrosion of mild steel in 1 M HCl reduces as the concentration of LCMO-AuNP 1100 increases [29, 

30]. The comparison of the corrosion rate and weight loss shows an inverse proportion. The corrosion 

rate of the sample is varied as the exposure time increases from 6 days to 21 days. 

 

Fig. 5: Graph of (a) weight loss (b) corrosion rate (c) inhibition efficiency against 

time (days) for variations of concentrations of LCMO-AuNP 1100 

3.5. Adsorption Isotherm 

The adsorption isotherms (Figs. 6 (a) and (b)) are the Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption isotherms, 

respectively. They were determined to provide information of the interaction among the adsorbed 

molecules as well as with their metal or alloy surface [29]. The surface coverage was fitted to a series 

of different adsorption isotherms including Langmuir isotherm and Freundlich isotherm. The Langmuir 

adsorption isotherm was observed to be the best adsorption characteristics of LCMO-AuNP 1100. The 

plotting values of log 
𝐶

𝜃
 versus log C shows a straight line graph with R2 = 0.999 while Freundlich 

isotherm has R2 = 0.998. The Langmuir isotherm was close to unity, best explaining the relationship 

between the molecules and the mild steel. 
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The Langmuir isotherm was determined by the equation: 

C
K

C

ads


1


 

The Freundlich isotherm was determined by the equation: 

CnKads logloglog 
 

 

Fig. 6: (a) Langmuir and (b) Freundlich adsorption isotherms of LCMO-

AuNP 1100 on the surface of mild steel in 1.0 M HCl. 

4. 4. Conclusion 

It was noted that the peak intensity of the XRD and the connectivity of the particles increased as gold 

nanoparticles was doped in the manganite. The resistivity of LCMO-AuNP 1100 shows a metallic-

insulating phase transition. The M(T) showed that the sample had a magnetic property as observed from 

the TC and TB. Corrosion inhibition properties of LCMO-AuNP was analysed, showing that the corrosion 

inhibition of the nanocomposite (La0.5Ca0.5MnO3)1-x/Aux increased as concentration increased but 

inhibition efficiency reduced as the time of exposure increased. 
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